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c  Adjusting for 5-year delay in spending impact
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biotechnology-
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following PDUFA
regulations plus small
bolus of HIV drugs 

The magnitude and duration of Eroom’s 
Law also suggests that a lot of the things that 
have been proposed to address the R&D pro-
ductivity problem are likely, at best, to have a 
weak effect. Suppose that we found that it cost 
80 times more in real terms to extract a tonne 
of coal from the ground today than it did 
60 years ago, despite improvements in mining  
machinery and in the ability of geologists 
to find coal deposits. We might expect coal 
industry experts and executives to provide 

explanations along the following lines: “The 
opencast deposits have been exhausted and 
the industry is left with thin seams that are 
a long way below the ground in areas that 
are prone to flooding and collapse.” Given 
this analysis, people could probably agree 
that continued investment would be justified 
by the realistic prospect of either massive 
improvements in mining technology or large 
rises in fuel prices. If neither was likely, it 
would make financial sense to do less digging.

However, readers of much of what has 
been written about R&D productivity in 
the drug industry might be left with the 
impression that Eroom’s Law can simply be 
reversed by strategies such as greater man-
agement attention to factors such as project 
costs and speed of implementation26, by 
reorganizing R&D structures into smaller 
focused units in some cases27 or larger units 
with superior economies of scale in others28, 
by outsourcing to lower-cost countries26,  
by adjusting management metrics and 
introducing R&D ‘performance score-
cards’29, or by somehow making scientists 
more ‘entrepreneurial’30,31. In our view, these 
changes might help at the margins but it 
feels as though most are not addressing  
the core of the productivity problem.

There have been serious attempts to 
describe the countervailing forces or to 
understand which improvements have been 
real and which have been illusory. However, 
such publications have been relatively 
rare. They include: the FDA’s ‘Critical Path 
Initiative’23; a series of prescient papers by 
Horrobin32–34, arguing that bottom-up  
science has been a disappointing distraction;  
an article by Ruffolo35 focused mainly on 
regulatory and organizational barriers;  
a history of the rise and fall of medical inno-
vation in the twentieth century by Le Fanu36; 
an analysis of the organizational challenges 
in biotechnology innovation by Pisano37; 
critiques by Young38 and by Hopkins et al.39, 
of the view that high-affinity binding of a 
single target by a lead compound is the best 
place from which to start the R&D process; 
an analysis by Pammolli et al.19, looking at 
changes in the mix of projects in ‘easy’ versus 
‘difficult’ therapeutic areas; some broad-
ranging work by Munos24; as well as a  
handful of other publications.

There is also a problem of scope. If we 
compare the analyses from the FDA23, 
Garnier27, Horrobin32–34, Ruffolo35, Le Fanu36, 
Pisano37, Young38 and Pammolli et al.19, there 
is limited overlap. In many cases, the differ-
ent sources blame none of the same counter-
vailing forces. This suggests that a more 
integrated explanation is required.

Seeking such an explanation is important 
because Eroom’s Law — if it holds — has 
very unpleasant consequences. Indeed, 
financial markets already appear to believe 
in Eroom’s Law, or something similar to it, 
and the impact is being seen in cost-cutting 
measures implemented by major drug com-
panies. Drug stock prices indicate that inves-
tors expect the financial returns on current 
and future R&D investments to be below 
the cost of capital at an industry level40, and 
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NOW: 
>$2.6B/drug

DRUG DISCOVERY IS HIGHLY INEFFICIENT

Pharma doubled their R&D spending
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by adjusting management metrics and 
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cards’29, or by somehow making scientists 
more ‘entrepreneurial’30,31. In our view, these 
changes might help at the margins but it 
feels as though most are not addressing  
the core of the productivity problem.
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an analysis by Pammolli et al.19, looking at 
changes in the mix of projects in ‘easy’ versus 
‘difficult’ therapeutic areas; some broad-
ranging work by Munos24; as well as a  
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is limited overlap. In many cases, the differ-
ent sources blame none of the same counter-
vailing forces. This suggests that a more 
integrated explanation is required.
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MOORE’S LAWEROOM’S LAW

DRUG DISCOVERY IS HIGHLY INEFFICIENT



drug discovery and development is 
costly, time-consuming, and inefficient
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Global annual prescription drug market will reach $1.6T by 2026 [5]
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WHY IS DRUG DISCOVERY 
INEFFICIENT?



https://www.123rf.com/photo_8224780_young-chemist-writing-organic-chemistry-reaction-equation-selective-focus.html

WHY IS DRUG DISCOVERY 
INEFFICIENT?

HUMANS.



WE’RE FACING COMPLEX MULTI-OBJECTIVE  
DESIGN PROBLEMS
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enhances cellular activity selectivity for tyrosine kinase eliminates PKC affinity increases solubility and oral availability

Gleevec (imatinib)

Herrling PL. Prog. Drug Res. 62, 2005 
Capdeville R, Buchdunger E, Zimmerman J, and Matter A. Nat. Rev. Drug Disc. 1:493, 2002

Humans focus on solving one problem at a time,  
one step at a time

Humans are just not very good at multi-objective optimization.



WHY ARE COMPUTERS GOOD AT CHESS?

Chess Grand Master Garry Kasparov loses to Deep Blue in 1997 
http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/2013/02/17/weekend-diversion-chess-is-almost-solved/

Computers can easily look several steps ahead to evaluate positions 
in light of expected outcomes.

http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/2013/02/17/weekend-diversion-chess-is-almost-solved/
http://scienceblogs.com/startswithabang/2013/02/17/weekend-diversion-chess-is-almost-solved/


OK, BUT CHEMICAL SPACE IS ENORMOUS. 
SURELY COMPUTERS CAN’T COPE WITH THIS



SURELY COMPUTERS COULD NEVER 
MASTER A GAME AS COMPLEX AS GO

(AlphaGo) Silver et al. Nature 529:484, 2015

Computers can still easily look several steps ahead to evaluate positions 
in light of expected outcomes.



MODEL-DRIVEN DRUG DISCOVERY  
REMOVES HUMANS FROM THE EQUATION

- reasoning based on probabilities of outcomes 
- economic modeling of progress through cycle 

enables utility-driven decisions: prioritize  
$, time, or total probability of success 

- liberates humans to study failures and 
develop improved models 

- make rational exit decisions 
- enable scientists to simultaneously 

field multiple projects

PROPOSE 
MOLECULES

PERFORM 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EVALUATE 
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ASSESS MODEL 
UNCERTAINTIES

ENUMERATE 
HYPOTHESES

EXIT CYCLE



DRUG DISCOVERY CAN BE VIEWED AS AN 
AMORTIZED INFERENCE PROBLEM

FAST/CHEAP

SLOW/EXPENSIVE

ML/ 
QSPR  

PHYSICAL  
MODELING

HIGH-THROUGHPUT  
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LOW-THROUGHPUT ASSAYS

ANIMAL MODELS
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ok, but who would be 
crazy enough to fund this?

- autonomous multi-parameter optimization 
- automated synthetic chemistry 
- automated measurements 
- automated model synthesis from experimental data



Biology is industrialized,  
while medicinal chemistry is stuck in a pre-industrial stage

1900s

TODAY

Medicinal ChemistryBiology

Recursion Pharmaceuticals

Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory, ca 1930
Pharm chem lab, Howard University, ca 1900



HOW WOULD autonomous discoverY WORK?
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An autonomous discovery platform would reason 
through all possible futures to select optimal actions
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EXIT CYCLEEXIT CYCLE
Several excellent graphics taken from http://www.optibrium.com/

structures known ligands

? How can we evaluate molecules 
with respect to our design 
objectives, especially in data-poor 
regimes?



how accurate do predictions need to be to 
have impact on discovery?

M. R. Shirts, D. L. Mobley and Scott P. Brown. "Free energy calculations in structure-based drug design",  
in Drug Design: Structure- and Ligand-Based Approaches, pgs. 61-86, 2010.

4 Shirts, Mobley, and Brown
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Fig. 1.1. Distribution of drug a⇤nities of the chemist’s predictions (blue) compared
to the distribution of drug a⇤nities after selection by computer with computation
error � = 0.5 (purple), � = 1.0 (pink), and � = 2.0 (red). The shaded area represents
the total probability of a proposed modification with a⇤nity gain greater than 1.4
kcal/mol. In many situations, Even with moderate error, a reliable method of
filtering compounds could significantly improve the e⇤cency of synthesis in lead
optimization.

one round of synthesis. With 1.0 kcal/mol error, we still have 36% chance
of achieving the goal with the first molecule synthesized, for about a 5 fold
decrease in median number synthesized. Surprisingly, even with 2 kcal/mol
computational noise the time to the goal is reduced about threefold. Simi-
lar computations can be done with large numbers of computer evaluations;
unsurprisingly, the more computational evaluations can be done, the more
computational noise can be tolerated and still yield useful time savings. For
example, even with 2 kcal/mol error, if 100 molecules can be screened, num-
ber of molecules required to be synthesized is reduced eightfold, similar to
the results for 10 molecules and 0.5 kcal/mol error.

Even relatively small numbers of moderately accurate computer predic-
tions may be able to give significant advantage in the pharmaceutical work
flow; 100 screened molecules with 2 kcal/mol noise or 10 screens with 1
kcal/mol noise in our example process could reduce the number of molecules
required to be synthesized by almost an order of magnitude. Clearly, these
calculations assume the simulations are not biased against active compounds,
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cyborg chemists will defeat human chemists

M. R. Shirts, D. L. Mobley and Scott P. Brown. "Free energy calculations in structure-based drug design",  
in Drug Design: Structure- and Ligand-Based Approaches, pgs. 61-86, 2010.

4 Shirts, Mobley, and Brown
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Fig. 1.1. Distribution of drug a⇤nities of the chemist’s predictions (blue) compared
to the distribution of drug a⇤nities after selection by computer with computation
error � = 0.5 (purple), � = 1.0 (pink), and � = 2.0 (red). The shaded area represents
the total probability of a proposed modification with a⇤nity gain greater than 1.4
kcal/mol. In many situations, Even with moderate error, a reliable method of
filtering compounds could significantly improve the e⇤cency of synthesis in lead
optimization.
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alchemical free energy calculations provide a rigorous 
structure-enabled way to compute binding affinities

∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø
restraint imposition discharging steric decoupling noninteracting

Includes all contributions from enthalpy and entropy of binding to a flexible receptor

multiple simulations of alchemical intermediates

Pioneering work from many: McCammon, van Gunsteren, Kollman, Jorgensen, Chipot, Roux, Boresch, Fujitani, Pande, Shirts, Swope, Christ, Mobley, Schrödinger, and many more
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alchemical free energy Calculations come 
in two flavors: relative AND absolute

PL1P + L1

��G

PL2P + L2

relative
∆Gbind

PLP + L

PøP + ø

absolute

capable of transforming a few atoms 
good for comparing similar ligands 
requires same or similar scaffolds 
requires common scaffold to anchor series

capable of disappearing a few atoms 
good for comparing dissimilar ligands 
can use entirely disparate scaffolds 
requires use of restraints to anchor ligand

bosutinib

erlotinib

gefitinib

bosutinib

erlotinib

gefitinib

 Aldeghi, Bluck, Biggin 2018: https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11Cournia, Allen, Sherman 2017: http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00564

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-1-4939-7756-7_11
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00564
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00564


useful accuracy is sometimes achievable

Wang et al. (Schrödinger) JACS 137:2695, 2015 
https://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q  
Reanalysis: http://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis 

∆∆G RMSE ~ 1.4 kcal/mol 
for well-behaved* 

proteins/chemistries

∆∆G
∆G

relative absolute

Aldeghi et al. JACS 139:946, 2017. 
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467

*best-case scenarios!

https://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q
http://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis
https://doi.org/10.1021/ja512751q
http://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467


alchemical free energy calculations have the 
potential to compute multiple properties of interest

driving affinity / potency

optimizing thermostability 
Gapsys, Michielssens, Seeliger, and de Groot. Angew Chem 55:7364, 2016 
https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.201510054 

driving selectivity 
Moraca, Negri, de Olivera, Abel JCIM 2019 
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b00106  
Aldeghi et al. JACS 139:946, 2017. 
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467

predicting clinical drug resistance/sensitivity 
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EGFR L858R

Rec.. Furin-like Rec.. GF_recep_IV Pkinase_Tyr
Hauser, Negron, Albanese, Ray, Steinbrecher, Abel, Chodera, Wang.  
Communications Biology 1:70, 2018 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0075-x  
Aldeghi, Gapsys, de Groot. ACS Central Science 4:1708, 2018  
https://doi.org/10.1021/acscentsci.8b00717

https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.201510054
https://doi.org/10.1002/anie.201510054
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b00106
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467
https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.9b00106
https://doi.org/10.1021/jacs.6b11467
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0075-x
https://doi.org/10.1021/acscentsci.8b00717
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0075-x
https://doi.org/10.1021/acscentsci.8b00717


partition coefficients (logP, logD) and permeabilities 

porin permeation 

crystal polymorphs, etc.

structure-enabled ADME/Tox targets 

hERG CYP3A4

alchemical free energy calculations have the 
potential to compute multiple properties of interest



A free, open-source, extensible platform 
for best-practices free energy calculations and ligand design

YANK: An open-source, community-oriented platform for  
GPU-accelerated absolute free energy calculations

NVIDIA GTX-1080Ti ($700) 
11 TFLOP/S SINGLE PRECISION

http://www.getyank.org

Andrea Rizzilevi naden

Naden_171003_01.NEF

Naden_171003_03.NEF

Naden_171003_05.NEF

Naden_171003_02.NEF

Naden_171003_04.NEF

Naden_171003_06.NEF

OpenMM YANK

http://openmm.org

peter 
eastman

michael 
Shirts

David 
mobley

collaborators:

http://openmm.org OpenMM 7.4.0 benchmark 
AMBER benchmarks from https://ambermd.org/gpus16/benchmarks.htm

method natoms AMBER GPU OpenMM GPU
GB/SA 2,489 N/A 902 ns/day

RF 23,558 N/A 577 ns/day
PME 23,558 304 ns/day 377 ns/day

OpenMM performance on a GTX 1080 Ti

http://www.getyank.org
http://www.getyank.org
http://openmm.org
http://openmm.org
http://openmm.org
https://ambermd.org/gpus16/benchmarks.htm
http://openmm.org
https://ambermd.org/gpus16/benchmarks.htm


yank allows flexible levels of control

fully automated 
according to best practices

full manual control 
fly yourself into the ground

automated evaluation 
benchmark all the things



HAMILTONIAN EXCHANGE allowS for RAPID 
DECORRELATION BY EXCHANGE BETWEEN ALCHEMICAL STATES

indole binding to T4 lysozyme L99A in GBSA 
Hamiltonian exchange with Gibbs sampling

solid fully interacting
transparent noninteracting

Chodera and Shirts. JCP 135:194110, 2011 
Wang, Chodera, Yang, and Shirts. JCAMD 27:989, 2013. 

http://github.org/choderalab/yankgetyank.org

http://github.org/choderalab/yank
http://github.org/choderalab/yank
http://getyank.org
http://getyank.org


alchemical free energy calculations 
could help prioritize ligand synthesis

Paul Czodrowski 
Daniel Kuhn

Levi Naden 
Andrea Rizzi

Naden_171003_01.NEF

Naden_171003_03.NEF

Naden_171003_05.NEF

Naden_171003_02.NEF

Naden_171003_04.NEF

Naden_171003_06.NEF

c-Met inhibitors from Bioorg.  & Med Chem Lett. 25:1597, 2015 
https://github.com/choderalab/yank-benchmark
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~7 kcal/mol offset: 
reorganization energy 

protonation state effects

x = y
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alchemical free energy calculations 
could help prioritize ligand synthesis

Paul Czodrowski 
Daniel Kuhn
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alchemical free energy calculations 
could help prioritize ligand synthesis

Paul Czodrowski 
Daniel Kuhn

Levi Naden 
Andrea Rizzi
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How often can this help us make 
the right decision about which 
molecules to synthesize?

better

worse

threshold

c-Met inhibitors from Bioorg.  & Med Chem Lett. 25:1597, 2015 
https://github.com/choderalab/yank-benchmark

ΔΔG



alchemical free energy calculations 
could help prioritize ligand synthesis

Levi Naden 
Andrea Rizzi
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Paul Czodrowski 
Daniel Kuhn

c-Met inhibitors from Bioorg.  & Med Chem Lett. 25:1597, 2015 
https://github.com/choderalab/yank-benchmark

better
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threshold

ΔΔG



OK, so we can compute affinities. 
What about selectivities? Isn’t that much harder?

Nature Biotech 26:127, 2008



Let’s look at some real Selectivity data
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S
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N

N

N
H
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CDK2/cyclin A 
(4BCK)

CDK9/cyclin T 
(4BCI)

Shao et al.,  J Med Chem 56(3), 640–659
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Steven Albanese

inhibition reinstates apoptosis in cancer cells

essential for S-phase progression



how much does cancellation of error between 
similar binding sites help SELECTIVITY PREDICTION?

CDK2 ERK2

Quantify via the 
correlation coefficient 

of the error



alchemical methods can accurately predict 
binding affinities to individual cdks

Lingle Wang 
Schrödinger

FEP+/OPLS3Individual affinities predicted confidently, 
but what does this mean for selectivity?

Steven Albanese

statistical error
presumed forcefield error



CDK2/CDK9

10x selectivity: 
2-4x fewer molecules 
synthesized

100x selectivity: 
20-40x fewer molecules 
synthesized

how much can free energy calculations 
accelerate selective inhibitor discovery?

Achieving 100x selectivity is difficult,  
but predictive modeling can have substantial impact.

Steven Albanese

CDK2/CDK9

Lingle Wang 
Schrödinger

FEP+/OPLS3

CDK2/9 error correlation coefficient

Speedup: times fewer molecules synthesized to hit goal



replica exchange among HamiltoniansPropose new molecules with common scaffold via MCSS

Build in new atoms with reversible-jump Monte Carlo

Bryce allen 
woody sherman

perses: a platform for relative 
alchemical free energy calculations

Patrick Grinaway

Hannah bruce macdonald
dominic Rufa



We recently used perses to run thousands of free 
energy calculations/week for the covid moonshot

perses: open source relative alchemical free energy calculations  
http://github.com/choderalab/perses 


Open Force Field Initiative OpenFF (“Parsley”) small molecule force field 
http://openforcefield.org 

Dominic Rufa, Hannah Bruce Macdonald, William Glass, Matt Wittman, David Dotson 
+ The Folding@home and COVID Moonshot contributors

http://github.com/choderalab/perses
http://openforcefield.org
http://github.com/choderalab/perses
http://openforcefield.org


free energy calculations can rapidly prioritize 
compounds from large virtual synthetic libraries

COVID Moonshot: [Moonshot] [Fragalysis] [Dashboard]

Can we engage S4 from this 5,000-compound virtual synthetic library varying R3?

top compounds from free energy calculations

parent compound

Top free energy calculation compounds and experimental affinity measurements:

http://postera.ai/covid
https://fragalysis.diamond.ac.uk/viewer/react/projects/765/559
https://fah-public-data-covid19-moonshot-sprints.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/dashboards/sprint-5-dimer/sprint-5-dimer-x11498-dimer-neutral/index.html
http://postera.ai/covid
https://fragalysis.diamond.ac.uk/viewer/react/projects/765/559
https://fah-public-data-covid19-moonshot-sprints.s3.us-east-2.amazonaws.com/dashboards/sprint-5-dimer/sprint-5-dimer-x11498-dimer-neutral/index.html


unsurprisingly, most ideas are bad ideas

better worse



human chemists may be biased toward better compounds, 
but the computer can generate and score more ideas

humans
computer



yank perses iapetus ROCSAlt

open Software FRAMEWORKS allow us 
to build powerful applications

openmmtools

general GPU-accelerated MD simulation engine 
(C++/CUDA/OpenCL with Python API) 
http://openmm.org

high-level simulation algorithms, alchemical tools 
(Python to enable rapid development) 
http://github.com/choderalab/openmmtools 

targeted domain-specific applications 
(Python) 
http://github.com/choderalab 

CORE

ALGORITHMS

APPLICATIONS

http://openmm.org
http://openmm.org
http://github.com/choderalab/openmmtools
http://github.com/choderalab/openmmtools
http://github.com/choderalab
http://github.com/choderalab


How can we scale up further?

https://enamine.net/library-synthesis/real-compounds/real-database

Conveniently purchaseable 
compound space is already  

~17B compounds

https://enamine.net/library-synthesis/real-compounds/real-database
https://enamine.net/library-synthesis/real-compounds/real-database


graph convolutional networks are 
particularly well-suited to chemistry

Graph Inference on MoLEcular Topology
http://github.com/choderalab/gimlet

Figure adapted from 
Zhou Z arXiv:1706.09916

molecule bond atom properties

predict 
properties

YUANQING 
WANG



active learning of free energy 
calculations is already here

Konze et al. JCIM 59:3782, 2019

Iterative cycles of active learning 
with ligand-based model

But how can we generalize to related targets (mutants, other superfamily members?)



talia 
kimber

jaime 
rodriguez- 

guerra
ANDREA 

VOLKAMER

hybrid docking
shape overlay and  
physical docking

featurize
sequence, chemical, 

structural features

deep learning
to predict conformation/

pose specific affinity

Boltzmann pooling across 
conformations/poses 

to predict affinities �G = �kBT ln
X

i

e��(�Gconf
i +�Gbind

i )

prioritize conformations, 
poses for detailed 

alchemical free energy 
calculations

automated modeling
of mutant conformations

distinct conformations of apo receptor

blending physical models and ML is the future



free energy calculations are a field in 
transition from science to engineering

science engineering

We got it to work once! 
Let's publish it in Nature!

We do this regularly 
with near 100% success.



how can we transition from a 
research field to an engineering field?



Structural engineering wasn’t 
always so successful

“The subject of mechanical pathology is relatively as legitimate and important a study to the engineer as 
medical pathology is to the physician. While we expect the physician to be familiar with physiology, without 
pathology he would be of little use to his fellow-men, and it [is] as much within the province of the engineer 
to investigate causes, study symptoms, and find remedies for mechanical failures as it is to direct the 
sources of power in nature for the use and convenience of man.” 

- George Thomson, 1888

There were 250 bridge failures in the US and Canada between 1878-1888.



the domain of applicability of free 
energy calculations is currently limited

TARGETS
CHALLENGES

NOW?

Multiple high-quality crystal structures of target

Congeneric series of ligands with
all ligands binding in same pose

Only one dominant protonation state 
unchanged throughout binding process 

No ligand or sidechain tautomerism 
 
One well-specified, well-resolved isoform/species 
 
No complex cosolvents, binding partners,
slow binding site desolvation events

No exotic chemistries

No metals or prosthetic groups

No membranes?



free energy calculations fail 
for three main reasons

2.   We’re missing some essential chemical in our simulations 
(e.g. protonation states, tautomers, covalent association)

3.   We haven’t sampled all of the relevant conformations 

V (q) =
∑

bonds

Kr(r − req)
2 +

∑

angles

Kθ(θ − θeq)
2

+
∑

dihedrals

Vn

2
[1 + cos(nφ − γ)] +

∑

i<j

[

Aij

R12
ij

−

Bij

R6
ij

+
qiqj

ϵRij

]

1. The forcefield does a poor job of modeling the physics of our system
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public force fields need to catch up

https://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis

Validation of AMBER/GAFF for Relative Free Energy Calculations 
Lin Song Tai-Sung Lee Chun Zhu Darrin M. York Kenneth M. Merz Jr. 
chemRxiv preprint 2 Feb 2019 
https://chemrxiv.org/articles/Validation_of_AMBER_GAFF_for_Relative_Free_Energy_Calculations/7653434

FRACTION  OF TIME  
SIGN OF TRANSFORMATION IS CORRECTLY PREDICTED 

AMBER14SB/GAFF1.8 VS OPLS2.1 (SCHRODINGER JACS PAPER)

https://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis
https://github.com/jchodera/jacs-dataset-analysis


http://openforcefield.org



the open force field initiative 
how is it open?

Open source Python Toolkit: use the parameters in most simulation packages

Open curated QM / physical property datasets: build your own force fields

Open source infrastructure: for improving force fields with in-house data

Open science: everything we do is free, permissively licensed, and online

http://openforcefield.org



https://openforcefield.org/news/introducing-openforcefield-1.0/ 21+ researchers across 7+ sites

https://openforcefield.org/news/introducing-openforcefield-1.0/
https://openforcefield.org/news/introducing-openforcefield-1.0/


GAFF 1 
(1999)

HANNAH BRUCE MACDONALD 
MSKCC

thrombin 
PDB101: 1PPB

GAFF 2 
(2016)

OPLS2.1 
(2015)

smirnoff99Frosst 
(2018)

openff 1.0 
(2019)

http://github.com/choderalab/perses  dominic Rufa

we’ve made significant progress in just a year

Open Force Field Initiative

“parsley”

http://github.com/choderalab/perses
http://github.com/choderalab/perses


can we make force field fitting as easy as  
training a machine learning model in tensorflow?

https://www.tensorflow.org/overview

training a neural network
import your tools

grab a standard, curated dataset

define a novel model architecture

declare your objectives in training it
fit it
use it

https://www.tensorflow.org/overview
https://www.tensorflow.org/overview


can we make force field fitting as easy as  
training a machine learning model in tensorflow?

https://www.tensorflow.org/overview

training a neural network fitting a force field

This isn't quite this simple yet, but this gives you an idea of where we're headed

https://www.tensorflow.org/overview
https://www.tensorflow.org/overview


End-to-end differentiable MM parameter assignment 
enables force fields to be easily reFIT to experimental data

preprint: https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.01196 
code: https://github.com/choderalab/espaloma 

learning hydration free 
energies for an implicit 

solvent model
from experimental data

espaloma architecture

espaloma will self-consistently assign 
parameters to small molecules, 
proteins, biopolymers, lipids, etc.

+ Lennard-Jones
+ partial charges,
+ polarizability
+ ...

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.01196
https://github.com/choderalab/espaloma
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.01196
https://github.com/choderalab/espaloma


Hybrid quantum machine learning / molecular mechanics 
(QML/MM) free energy calculations cut error in half

Rufa, Bruce Macdonald, Fass, Wieder, Grinaway, Roitberg, Isayev, and Chodera.
preprint: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.07.29.227959
code: https://github.com/choderalab/qmlify



Hybrid quantum machine learning / molecular mechanics 
(QML/MM) free energy calculations cut error in half



Pure quantum machine learning (QML) potentials can be used 
to compute free energy differences between chemical species

preprint: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
code: https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio 

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio


Pure quantum machine learning (QML) potentials can be 
tuned/retrained by free energies, regularized by QM data

preprint: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
code: https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio 

test set performance

Regularization by QM data

training / validation optimization

Fast on-the-fly reweighting enables inexpensive loss/gradient 
computation without repeating expensive free energy calculation

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.10.24.353318
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio
https://github.com/choderalab/neutromeratio


PROPOSE 
MOLECULES

PERFORM 
ASSAYS

EVALUATE 
HYPOTHESES

ASSESS MODEL 
UNCERTAINTIES

ENUMERATE 
HYPOTHESES

EXIT CYCLEEXIT CYCLE

structures known ligands

pharmacophore 
models

physical 
modeling

ADME/Tox models

Several excellent graphics taken from http://www.optibrium.com/

?



automated laboratories 
ARE CHANGING wetlab biology

CHODERA LAB, Z1745D 
ZUCKERMAN RESEARCH CENTER

http://choderalab.org/resources 

http://choderalab.org/resources
http://choderalab.org/resources


automated cloud laboratories 
are transforming wetlab biology

TRANSCRIPTIC, MENLO PARK CA

https://www.transcriptic.com 

https://www.transcriptic.com
https://www.transcriptic.com


“When we started Transcriptic, we set out with the goal of giving the life sciences the same 
structural advantages that web has enjoyed, making it possible for two postdocs with a 
laptop in a coffee shop to run a drug company without the need for millions of dollars in 
capital equipment or lab space.”  

- Max Hodak, Transcriptic (Founder and President)

automated cloud laboratories 
are transforming wetlab biology

http://blog.transcriptic.com/adding-potential-energy-transcriptics-series-a 

http://blog.transcriptic.com/adding-potential-energy-transcriptics-series-a
http://blog.transcriptic.com/adding-potential-energy-transcriptics-series-a


Inexpensive wetlab robots are here

OPENTRONS OT-2

$5000

http://opentrons.com

http://opentrons.com
http://opentrons.com


automation brings standardization



open standard for specifying wetlab protocols 

encodes experimental protocols unambiguously 

extensible through open community process 

Python tools enable metaprogramming experiments: 
code that designs new experiments based on previous data



provision labware

distribute media

transfer bacteria

cover plate

incubate 5h @ 37C

measure OD600



WHY IS THIS TRANSFORMATIVE?

With an machine-readable way to describe the experimental protocol, 
we can also explain to the machine how to interpret the experiment.



Bayesian inference allows us to reason from data

p(θ|D) ∝ p(D|θ)p(θ)

D

θ

p(θ|D)

p(D|θ)

p(θ)

data
model parameters
posterior

prior
sampling distribution (model)

We need good data likelihood models that capture sources of 
experimental error or uncertainty

posterior likelihood prior



Where do we get the data likelihood functions?



V1assay mix

V0compound

All experiments are contaminated with experimental error 
which introduces uncertainty into what we learn

fluorescence 
measurement

well of plate

V0 = 2 µL
V1 = 18 µL
Kd = 100 nM
C0 = 10 mM
C1 = 1 µM

B2006-7242-MerG-15k ©2006 BeckmanCoulter, Inc. Printed inU.S.A. on recycled paper.

Biomek® FXP Laboratory Automation Workstation
Specifications

Workstation
Weight 125 kg (275 lb) one bridge, one pod and canopy
Height 109.2 cm (43 in)
Height with canopy 139.7 cm (55 in)
Width 152.4 cm (60 in)
Width with canopy 162.5 cm (64 in)
Depth 81.3 cm (32 in)
Power Requirements 50/60 Hz, 100-240 VAC

Pipetting Options
High-Density Replication Tool
96-Channel Disposable TipPipetting Head
384-Channel Disposable TipPipetting Head
Span-8Fixed100 Probes
Span-8Fixed 60 Probes
Span-8 P250 Disposable Tips
Span-8 P250 Liquid Level Sensing Tips
Span-8P20 Disposable Tips
Span-8 P20 Liquid Level Sensing Tips
Septum Piercing Probes

Gripper Tool
Used to move labware and devices around the Biomek worksurface to 
automate fully filtration-based processes such as nucleic acid purification, and
provide access to integrated plate readers.

Minimal Table Requirements
92 cm (36 in) Width x 77 cm (30 in) Depth.
Sufficient to support 181.4 kg (400 lb)

The Biomek FXP and all our Systems Biology
offerings are an important part of a broad 
continuum of Beckman Coulter products,
including automated liquid handling, capillary 
electrophoresis, centrifugation, ultracentrifugation,
DNA sequencing, electrochemistry, flow cytometry,
fragment analysis, HPLC, integrated core systems,
microarrays, particle characterization,
scintillation counting, and spectrophotometry.

BIO MEK FXP PIPETTING PERFO RMANC E SPEC IFIC ATIO NS

SPAN-8 SYS TEMS

Transfer Span-8 Tip Accuracy Precision
Volume Syringe Volume Types ± % < %
0.5 µL 250 µL P20, Fixed 60 mm 5 10 
1 µL 250, 500, 1000 µL P20, P50, Fixed 60 mm 3 7 
5 µL 250, 500, 1000 µL P20, Fixed 60 mm 3 5 
10 µL 500 µL P50, P250 3 5 
50 µL 500 µL P250 3 5 
100 µL 500 µL P250, P1000 3 5 
250 µL 500 µL P1000 2 2 
950 µL 1000 µL P1000 1 1 

MULTIC HANNEL SYS TEMS

Transfer Multichannel Tip Accuracy Precision
Volume Configuration Types ± % < %
0.5 µL 384 P30 3 7 
1 µL 96 & 384 P20, P50, P30 3 5 
5 µL 96 & 384 P20 & P30 3 5

For information about our comprehensive line of
Laboratory Automation Workstations, please contact 
your local Beckman Coulter representative or visit
our web site at 

www.beckmancoulter.com/labautomation
*The PCR process is covered by patents owned by 
Roche Molecular Systems and E.Hoffman-La Roche, Ltd.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

For laboratory use only. Not for use in diagnostic procedures.

BR-10149B.qxp  5/2/06  3:06 PM  Page 2

imprecision and inaccuracy 
in pipetting

variation in protein:ligand 
complex concentration

signal broadening due to 
measurement error

Is the expected CV small enough to be useful?

Modeling an experiment can ensure it will yield 
useful data or uncover unexpected issues

CV

Hanson, Ekins, Chodera. JCAMD 29:1073, 2015. https://github.com/choderalab/dispensing-errors-manuscript



Sources of error in individual assay steps can be explicitly modeled

inaccuracy (bias)

imprecision (CV)

V ⇠ N (µ,�2)

 Vtransfer

remainder

well of plate

Hanson, Ekins, Chodera. JCAMD 29:1073, 2015.

pipetting error



Autoprotocol enables automated construction of 
Bayesian graphical models to describe the 

accumulation of experimental error

�0 ⇠ N (M0, T0)

�1 ⇠ N (M1, T1)

⌧ ⇠ �(S,R)

yi ⇠ N (�0 + �1xi, ⌧)

Figure from Doing Bayesian Data Analysis



Liquid transfers are modeled by lognormal distributions
autoprotocol:

V0transfer

remainder

well of plate

V1

equations:
Bayesian graphical model:

protocol.transfer(plate.well(‘A1'), plate.well('A2'), [“10:microliter"])



Each operation adds new nodes to the graphical model
protocol.transfer(plate.well(‘A1'), plate.well('A2'), [“10:microliter"]) 
protocol.transfer(plate.well('A3'), plate.well('A2'), ["10:microliter"])

autoprotocol:

V0transfer

remainder

well A1

V1 V2

equations:
Bayesian graphical model:well A2 well A3



We can describe biophysical measurements  
using simple forward models

https://assaytools.readthedocs.io 
https://github.com/choderalab/assaytools

# read absorbance at 600 nanometers  
p.absorbance(plate, plate.wells_from(0,4).indices(),  
    "600:nanometer",  
    dataref=“absorbance")

# read fluorescence  
p.fluorescence(plate, plate.wells_from(0,12), 
               excitation="280:nanometer",  
               emission="480:nanometer", 
               dataref="fluorescence")

https://assaytools.readthedocs.io
https://github.com/choderalab/assaytools
https://assaytools.readthedocs.io
https://github.com/choderalab/assaytools


Priors capture uncertainties in parameters or initial quantities

dispensed masses

transferred volumes

stock solution concentrations

extinction coefficients and quantum yields



We often need to choose among several 
physical binding mechanisms or models

 

simple 1:1 association

sequential binding

Bayesian model selection methods can do this in a principled way!

http://github.com/choderalab/assaytools
http://github.com/choderalab/assaytools


PyMC2: http://pymc-devs.github.io/pymc/tutorial.html#an-example-statistical-model

DATA MODEL CODE

PROBABILISTIC PROGRAMMING languages have 
powerful abstractions to make inference easy

http://pymc-devs.github.io/pymc/tutorial.html#an-example-statistical-model
http://pymc-devs.github.io/pymc/tutorial.html#an-example-statistical-model


An example: Measuring kinase:inhibitor binding affinities
52 His-tagged kinase domain 

with good bacterial expression

Biochemistry 57:4675, 2018 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.biochem.7b01081  

55,217 clinical mutations

Communications Biology 1:70, 2018 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0075-x  

>46 FDA-approved inhibitors

https://bit.ly/2EyX5c2 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.biochem.7b01081
http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.biochem.7b01081
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0075-x
https://doi.org/10.1038/s42003-018-0075-x
https://bit.ly/2EyX5c2
https://bit.ly/2EyX5c2


Many kinase inhibitors fluoresce strongly when they bind 
to a kinase ATP-binding site

bosutinib

erlotinib

gefitinib

fluorescent inhibitors 

increasing 
ligand

Nick Levinson 
U MINNESOTA



Assay automation allows us to scale up to highly parallel 
binding affinity measurements

mix spin readdispense

sonya 
hanson

lucelenie 
rodriguez

mehtap 
isik

erin 
grundy

steven 
albanese

We're scaling up automated measurement of kinase inhibitor binding affinities 
to clinical cancer mutations in human kinase domains from cbioportal



AssayTools: A toolkit for Bayesian analysis of binding assay data

http://github.com/choderalab/assaytools
http://assaytools.readthedocs.io

http://github.com/choderalab/assaytools
http://github.com/choderalab/assaytools
http://assaytools.readthedocs.io
http://assaytools.readthedocs.io
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pymc2 graphical model

We can automate the construction of Bayesian graphical models  
from simple experiments



https://github.com/choderalab/assaytools

We can sample from the Bayesian posterior with MCMC
# Sample with MCMC
mcmc = pymc.MCMC(pymc_model, db='ram', name='Sampler', verbose=True)
mcmc.sample(iter=100000, burn=10000, thin=50, progress_bar=False)

Sonya Hanson 

https://github.com/choderalab/assaytools
https://github.com/choderalab/assaytools


Mehtap Isik

Steven Albanese

Erin grundy

sonya hanson

We can quantify parameter uncertainty by examining 
the marginal distribution of the parameters of interest

# Sample with MCMC
mcmc = pymc.MCMC(pymc_model, db='ram', name='Sampler', verbose=True)
mcmc.sample(iter=100000, burn=10000, thin=50, progress_bar=False)



Bayesian models open up new possibilities 
for automated interpretation of data

automated characterization of confidence intervals 
inference of latent variables (e.g. extinction coefficients) 
Bayesian model selection / hypothesis testing 
automated design of optimal follow-up experiments 
feed knowledge with uncertainty into our predictive models



Do we really need all this?
PROPOSE 

MOLECULES

PERFORM 
ASSAYS

EVALUATE 
HYPOTHESES

ASSESS MODEL 
UNCERTAINTIES

ENUMERATE 
HYPOTHESES

EXIT CYCLE

?



CURRENT DRUG DISCOVERY TIMELINES ARE INCOMPATIBLE 
WITH THE SURVIVAL OF HUMAN CIVILIZATION

https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-021-00396-2 

Reuters

https://www.ucsf.edu/magazine/infectious-disease

Drug-resistant infections: A Threat to Our Economic Future. 
World Bank Group.

global pandemics

antimicrobial resistance

https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-021-00396-2
https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-021-00396-2


CHODERA LAB

- All funding: http://choderalab.org/funding

http://choderalab.org/funding
http://choderalab.org/funding

